CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After analyzing the types of abridging sentences in the ten of the Fables, this study comes to the conclusion. These are the conclusions as follow:

1. The types of abridging sentences used in the fables are sentences by reducing a clause to a phrase, by reducing a phrase to a word, change the direct speech to indirect speech, and by reducing a clause to a word.

2. The dominant types of abridging sentences is by reducing a clause to a phrases (57 pieces, 55.34%)

3. The abridging sentences found dominantly in the context of Animal. The reason why abridging sentences by reducing a clause to a phrase is dominant because in the whole fables use many long clauses that can be reducing to phrases. There are many clauses which can be reducing to a simpler term of phrases.

B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusions above, there are some suggestions needed to be considered. They are:

1. It is suggested to other students to make a deeper analyzing about this study

2. It is suggested to teacher who wants to teach students how to make a good way to make a summary especially by the abridging sentences of précis writing.